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Short Description

Effortlessly extract the Female ATX terminals from your power supplies cables with our Terminal Extractor.
We have fine-tuned our model to be the most universal extractor that you can buy. We started by first
manufacturing our extractor 100% right here in the U.S.A. to provide the utmost quality and durability. Each
extractor is made from only the highest grade materials including hardened stainless steel for the prongs,
and 6061 aluminum for the handles. The prongs and handles are then cut using a precise CNC machine.

Description

Introducing the MAINFrame Customs Terminal Extractor tool!

Effortlessly extract the Female ATX terminals from your power supplies cables with our Terminal Extractor.
We have fine-tuned our model to be the most universal extractor that you can buy. We started by first
manufacturing our extractor 100% right here in the U.S.A. to provide the utmost quality and durability. Each
extractor is made from only the highest grade materials including hardened stainless steel for the prongs,
and 6061 aluminum for the handles. The prongs and handles are then cut using a precise CNC machine.

One aspect that differentiates ours over others or even the Original Molex extractor is that we made ours
with longer prongs. This allows even the most difficult power supplies to depin easily. The reason being is
there are many power supplies on the market that do not use Molex branded terminals. This causes the
terminal to sit farther back in the connector making it very difficult for extractors that do not have long
prongs such as the Original Molex extractor to get the terminal out. Our extractor also features a tapered
edge allowing the extractor to slide in between the terminal and the connector housing more easily.

We made the handles to fit comfortably in the hand without sacrificing the mechanics of the tool. The two
screws used to attach the prongs to the handle make for a nice natural grip while using the tool.

We then heat shrink the handle in MAINFrame Blue to give a nice tactile feel and to further increase the grip
on the tool.

We realized that manufacturing our product in the US. is costly, but nothing compares to the quality and
craftsmanship that went into this tool. The Original Molex extractor can be seen at prices of $22 and above
yet we managed to keep pricing below that while offering a superior product.

Here is a quick step by step guide to help with using this tool.

Push the wire up into the connector that you want to extract. This will release the wings free making it1.
easier to slide the extractor in.
Insert the extractor straight into the connector. Make sure the prongs on the extractor are on the2.
outside of the terminal that is in the connector but on the inside walls of the connector housing. DO
NOT wiggle the extractor or twist once it is inside the connector. Doing so will result in breaking the
prongs.
Once the extractor is all the way in the connector, pull the wire straight out from the back of the3.
connector.
The wire should now be free!4.
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Additional Information

Brand MAINFrame Customs

SKU MC-TERMINAL-EXTRACTOR-TOOL

Weight 0.4000

Color Blue

Tool Type Extractors, Crimpers & Cutters


